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I Introduction

Research-based learning (rbl) plays a
central role in teacher education and
has now been incorporated in many
university curricula. Its benefits per-
tain to content learning, research com-
petence, and attitude development.
Because there is a need to assess the
effectiveness of rbl, an instrument to
measure attitude changes was devel-
oped, including existing and newly cre-
ated scales.

Scale I)
Educational theories and

teaching practice
• refers to the usefulness of theories
•uses existing instruments
investigating convictions on the
intertwining of theory and
practice (Kunter u.a. 2016,
Laschke & Felbrich 2014)

Example items:

•Teachers who read professional
literature often and those who do
not, hardly differ in their teaching
practice.

•Theoretical considerations are
important for changing practices
in schools and the classroom.

•Findings in educational sciences
have a practical impact.

III Methods

A pilot study was conducted in the
bachelor program, both in seminars be-
fore and after the school practicum:
•n1=286, beginning of semester
•n2=235, end of semester
In an iterative process, the scales were
statistically analyzed and improved:

• item cluster analysis, item selection
• reassessment (reliability, selectivity)
• confirmatory factor analysis

The final instrument is implemented in
bachelor and master seminars, measur-
ing long-term developments.

II Theoretical Background

Reasons for incorporating rbl in teacher education derive from theories of educa-
tion, learning and competence development (Fichten, 2010). Rbl is supposed to
help develop connections between theory and practice. It may further establishing
a questioning, reflective attitude which helps teachers deal with varying demands
in modern classrooms (“reflective practitioner”, Schön, 1991).

Questions: To which extent can rbl change student attitudes towards reflective
teaching? Which higher education teaching practices influence these changes?

Aim: The instrument aims at connecting existing higher education teaching prac-
tices and students’ academic background with the attitude measurements. It pro-
vides longitudinal comparisons between bachelor and master level.

Scale II)
Own research and
teaching practice

• refers to the usefulness of own
research

•based on inductive analysis of 14
lecturers’ views; three subdimen-
sions: curiosity, willingness to
experiment, systematic approach

Example items:
•To execute and analyze new
approaches in the classroom
allows for flexible teaching in
unexpected situations.

• In order to deal with everyday
school routine, it is by all means
necessary to go into the classroom
with a curious attitude towards
the effects of your own teaching.

Scale III)
General reflection and

teaching practice
• refers to the usefulness of reflec-
tion in general

• contains three levels of reflective
competence (Larrivee, 2008):
surface reflection, pedagogical
reflection, critical reflection

Example items:

•Good teachers try to identify
patterns in the reactions of their
students in the classroom.

•Teachers should always be aware
of the complexity of classroom
interaction.

•Teachers should always question
existing demands placed upon
their students.

IV Results

Within this instrument, five scales were established: two of them about educational
theories (Theo) and research (BiWi), one about the role of students’ own research
for their teaching practice (Eigfo) and two scales referring to students questioning
and investigating their teaching practice (Refl 1 and Refl 2). A bifactorial model
was established (figure 1).

Figure 1: Bifactorial model of the overall structure of the instrument
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Additional Information

The scale manual can be down-
loaded using this QR code or
online via https://hu.berlin/
skalenhandbuch-tfp-reflex.

 https://hu.berlin/skalenhandbuch-tfp-reflex
 https://hu.berlin/skalenhandbuch-tfp-reflex

